
Use a tape measurer to collect the length and width of

your room. Be sure to also include ceiling height and

window/doorway dimensions. You can also refer to our

E-Design Client Measuring Guide to help you  with the

process. In the guide we provide detailed instructions

on how to properly measure your space.  

Q. How do I figure out my room dimensions?

No, definitely not. Clients are welcomed to use their

smartphones to capture their room details. As long as

we can clearly see the room layout, and products you'd

like to keep, file type doesn't matter.

Q. Do the photos of my space need to be a
certain file type?

No, your room does not need to be a blank canvas.

Please take photos of your room the way it exists today

and list the pieces you'd like to keep in your project

details. For pieces you plan on keeping, also make sure

to include their dimensions.

Q. Does the room need to be a clean slate? Or
can the design incorporate my existing floor
plan and furniture pieces?

QuestionsFAQS
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iliana interiors can help design all the rooms in your

home! This includes:

Iliana interiors currently does not offer renovation or

remodeling work. We cannot source things like custom

built-ins, countertops, tile, cabinetry, or appliances as

they are outside of our service and seller offerings. 

 For this reason, when it comes to kitchens and

bathrooms we focus exclusively on decor and finishing

touches. 

Q. What kind of spaces can iliana interiors
design for me?

QuestionsFAQS



Yes, you can edit your inspiration and room photos

after submitting your project details.

Q. Can I edit my project details once I have
submitted them?

At this time our services is only available to customers

within the United States.

Q. I live outside the United States, can iliana
interiors design my space?

Items in your design that are low in stock will be

flagged on your shopping list. In the event that an item

does go out of stock, please email us and we will find a

replacement that fits your style and budget. 

email: iliana@ilianainteriors.com

Q. What if an item on my shopping list is no
longer available?

QuestionsFAQS

Not a problem! In fact, be explicit about what you like

and don't like in each board. Your designer expects this

feedback and uses it to create a final design you'll love.

Q. What if I like things from both initial concept
designs, or want new and different
suggestions?


